
ANSWERS: RANDOM REQUEST
NOTE: question 3 is compulsory, no answer means
the team will be disqualified.

Nr. ASSIGNMENT POINTS ANSWER

1
CROWN YOUR KING
All successful teams need a
kingpin. Please choose your
leader and the chosen leader
must then wear, at all times
within the game, some form
of physical identity to show
that they are the leader. Then
the leader will need to make
themselves known to the
teacher.

20

 

(Stamp or Sticker)

2
Build the highest possible
tower with your shoes and
show your teacher(s)

40

 

(Stamp or Sticker)

3
Decide a name for your team.
The name must have some
connection to social
entrepreneurship.

0

 

4
Suggestion: How tall is the
tallest building in your country 10

5
Suggestion: A question about
the colours of the building
you’re in, so students have to
go outside to watch.

30

 

5
Suggestion: A question about
an important event in your
city

10

 

6
Show the letter K to the
teacher(s) without speaking,
pointing, writing or miming it

20

 

(Stamp or Sticker)



7
How many toilets are present
in this building? 10

 

8
Make your teacher laugh by
telling a joke 20

 

(Stamp or Sticker)

9
A riddle: What goes all
around the world but stays in
the corner?

20

 

A stamp

10
Dutch men are the tallest in
the world. What is the
average length of a Dutch
man in cm? (deviation of 1
cm)

10

 

182,5 cm (between 181,5 and
183,5 is the right answer)

11
Bring to your teacher exactly
15 blades of grass, six stones
and a very small stick

60

 

(Stamp or Sticker)

12
Draw a square and a triangle
with a hat on and show it to
your teacher

30

 

(Stamp or Sticker)

13
Suggestion: How many steps
are there on the big stairs
from the bottom to the top in
this building

20

 

14
Dutch women are not the
tallest in the world (second
place). What country do the
tallest women live?

30

 

Latvia



15
Collect at least 4 items and
create an object. Show it to
your teacher.

20

 

(Stamp or Sticker)

16
As a group, jump in the air 1
time and shout “(name of the
teacher) is the best!'

50

 

(Stamp or Sticker)

17
Please find out what country
you would be in if you are
landing at the following
airports…

● Don Muang Airport
● Charles de Gaulle
● Tambo International

30
(10+10+

10)

 

Thailand
France

South Africa

18
Suggestion: Let students note
a small detail of the building
you’re in, which can only be
seen at the outside of the
building (so students have to
go outside)

40

 

19
Suggestion: Draw the logo of
a social company which is
familiar in your country

10

 



END Handing in your
answers

  

20
Within the limited time
frame of 20 minutes you
must make sure you
hand in your answers to
your teacher. When you
hand in your scores you
must be standing next to
each other in order of
height! If you are late or
not in the correct order,
you will lose 100 points!

-100

 


